SO LU T I O N OV E RV I E W

for Microsoft 365
A membership program designed to keep you ahead
of change in the dynamic cloud computing landscape.

MITIGATE LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE RISK CAUSED BY CONTINUOUS CHANGE IN CLOUD SOFTWARE.

Challenges We Address
Cloud based software such as Microsoft 365 is always evolving. A robust stream of software updates are

continuously being pushed out, and that’s how Microsoft is constantly improving M365 – essentially, you always

have the most recent ‘best’ version of the software. But this rapid rate of change presents real risks for compliance.
Staying abreast of the technology changes in order to manage legal and compliance programs is not new, but
the fast-paced nature of that pursuit now requires exponentially increased time-allocation and a deep focus

from a unique mix of technology and legal expertise. With every release, it’s critical to utilize those dedicated
resources to uncover updates with material impacts and summarize actions required to assure defensibility,

mitigate compliance risk, and maintain day-to-day legal operations, which is difficult for organizations to source
and manage alone.

Benefits We Provide
CloudCompass is a membership program designed to prepare and enable businesses to stay ahead of

changes specific to compliance in the dynamic M365 cloud environment without shouldering the lift and

cost of internalizing specialty resources. CloudCompass provides timely, curated updates prioritized by risk,
backed by expert support to keep you informed and able to maintain compliance, and defensibility mitigate

risk of your legal programs in M365. Fueled by M365 product experts, legal and compliance SME’s committed
to continuously monitoring, analyzing, and testing all aspects of M365 releases to pinpoint changes impacting
legal and compliance. Combined with tailored risk assessments and actionable recommendations to resolve
issues as quickly and efficiently as possible creates a one stop shop approach to reliably and effectively
maintaining legal, compliance, ediscovery, and information governance programs.

CLOUDCOMPASS MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES
READINESS

ENABLEMENT

EXPERTISE

R2 Report™

Content Library

Annual health check

Our industry leading Risk and
Recommendations (R2) Report
provides a risk assessment and
recommended actions for every
M365 release on the roadmap.

Articles, documentation, and
best practices authored by
Lighthouse experts, some
of the best and brightest in
the industry.

Assessment and validation of your legal and compliance
workflows.
Annual workshop
A half-day review of trending topics, best practices, and
emerging tech.
Consulting
35 hours/year to use for on-demand expert advice or
credits towards advisory projects.

WHY LIGHTHOUSE?
For 25 years, our legal and technology professionals have helped our client’s compliance and legal teams

assess risk, to determine reasonable, and defensible approaches to solve increasingly complex enterprise

data challenges. Our elite 20-year partnership with Microsoft affords us a level of product knowledge that

is unmatched by any other provider. With our long-standing and proven track record of success combined

with our deep-seated partnership with Microsoft, Lighthouse is the leading trusted experts for maintaining
compliance in M365.
•

Proven Expertise — 25 years of ediscovery experience providing comprehensive strategies and best

practices to ensure legal programs surpass stringent compliance requirements while reducing risk
and cost.
•

Elite Partnership — Lighthouse is THE premier Microsoft partner for ediscovery and compliance.

Summary
CloudCompass membership is based on readiness, enablement and expertise, to empower organizations to
stay in front of change and assure that programs remain current, compliant, and defensible in Microsoft 365.

About Lighthouse
For 25 years, Lighthouse has provided innovative software and services to manage the increasingly complex
landscape of enterprise data for compliance and legal teams. Lighthouse leads by developing proprietary

technology that integrates with industry-leading third-party software, automating workflows, and creating

an easy-to-use, end-to-end platform. Lighthouse also delivers unique proprietary applications and advisory

services that are highly valuable for large, complex matters, and a new SaaS platform designed for in-house
teams. Whether reacting to incidents like litigation or governmental investigations, or designing programs
to proactively minimize the potential for future incidents, Lighthouse partners with multinational industry
leaders, top global law firms, and the world’s leading software provider as a channel partner.

Connect with us to see how Lighthouse can best support you.
(206) 223–9690 | lighthouseglobal.com | info@lighthouseglobal.com
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